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Abstrat

A simple eletrial network model, having logial gate apaities, is proposed

here for omputations in plant ells. It is ompared and ontrasted with the

animal brain network struture and funtions.
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Considerable investigations and e�orts have been made in understanding

how the animal and human brains ompute and reognise various spatial

and temporal patterns [1,2℄. The essential model onsists of a network of

large number (about 10

12
in ase of human, 10

6
in ase of birds) of two state

eletrial devies alled neurons whih are apable of just summing over the

various (milli-volt order) input eletrial pulses for a short synapti period

(of milli-seond order) olleted by the (10

6
or so) dendrites of eah neu-

ron, and omparing this sum with a threshold. The synapti interations

among the neurons develop during the �learning" proess, and an be both

exitory or inhibitory, rendering the network randomly frustrated. The om-

putational apabilities emerge out of the olltive dynamis of the network,

whih is nonlinear (due to the threshold behaviour of eah neuron). For

symmetri interations, one an de�ne an energy funtion (or free energy at

�nite noise or �temperature" level) for the network and the loal free energy

minima orresponds to the various loal attrator patterns or memory states

of the network (Hop�eld [1℄). For long-range interations, the statistial

physis of suh a network is analytially tratable to a large extent (Amit

et al [1, 2℄). The proessing of informations in suh network models and

their detailed analysis are now established (see e.g., Nishimori [2℄). These

demonostrated apabilities of suh networks are of ourse very limited in

their emerging omputational abilities [2℄ and far short of anything like on-

siousness, where some aspets of quantum mehanis (entanglement in the

moleules in mirotubules of a single neuron) are speulated to be involved

[3℄.

Are the plants around us intelligent? Do they also deserve our attention

in this ontext of modelling for information proessing and omputation?

Plants have remarkable adaptibility in hanged environments. They survive

in every landsape of this earth, representing almost 99% of its biomass.

Suh marvellous adaptive behaviour must be interpreted to be intelligent;

although naive de�nitation of intelligene seem to involve movement of the

animal (either bodily or part of it) and plants an not move (bodily) [4℄.

How suh intelligent behaviour of mindless plants, having no brain, ompare

with those of animals [5℄? Plants do not have neuronal ells either.

Almost eighty years bak, Bose deteted eletrial signalling between

plant ells in oordinating its responses to the environment [6,7℄. Although

the hemial di�usion of (unharged) moleules is a dominent soure of sig-

nalling between the plant ells, it is a very slow mode. It is now established

[7℄ that some signals are trasmitted within the plants at muh smaller time
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sale (with signal veloity about 30-400 mm/se, depending on the plant and

its environment). Suh fast transmissions are due to eletrial pulses, gen-

erated by ioni motions within the plant ells. Although not the dominent

mode, exept in some very sensetive plants like Desmodium or Mimosa [7℄,

the eletrial mode (due to migration of Ca

+
, K

+
, et ions) generally present

in the ells of all the plants [8℄. However, these eletrially exitable plant

ells do not have many dendrites, like for the neurons, nor are they onneted

by random exitory/inhibitory (frustrating) interations.

In absene of the highly onneted (frustrated) network of neuron-like

units, as in the animal brains, the plants might be utilising the non-linear

urrent (I)-voltage (V) haraterestis of their ell membranes for the logial

operations (gates). In fat, the plant vauolar membrane urrent-voltage

haraterestis [9℄ is now established to be equivalent to that of a Zener

diode, as indiated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. (a) Typial I-V urves of the plant vauolar membrane fast-ativating han-

nel (from [9℄). The urrent being mainly due to Ca

+
ions and the (reversible) e�et

of divalant Putresine (C4H14N
2+
2 ) are shown at two di�erent onentrations. (b)

The equivalent Zener diode-like behaviour of the membrane, where the Putresine

onentrations (c) modulate the hanges in the threshold voltage VT .

One an utilise suh a threshold behaviour of the plant ell membranes
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to develop or model gates for perfoming simple logial operations. In Fig. 2,

suh a model network ontaining four suh threshold units; one in the output

and the other three in the input. Eah of these threshold units is modelled as

a binary unit, having two states: 0 and 1. The inter-unit onnetion strength

is denoted here by the matrix W . The output O of the network onsiderd

an then be expressed as

O = θ(I − φ), (1)

where θ is the step funtion (θ(x) = 1 for x ≥ 0; and 0 otherwise),

I = W1I1 +W2I2 +W3I3, (1a)

and φ is the threshold strength (determined by the threshold voltage VT ) for

the output unit. I1, I2, I3 are the inputs to the three input units and W1,

W2, W3 are their onnetivity strengths with the output unit, as indiated

in Fig. 2.

W1 W2
W3

I1 I2 I3

O

Fig. 2. A simple network ontaining four threshold units (three in the input and

one in the output) for performing logial operations like AND, OR, NAND, et.

For di�erent ombinations of I1, I2 and I3, the outputs for di�erent logi

gates are given in the Table 1. These an be easily ahieved using the om-

binations of inter-ell onnetions and the output ell thresholds as:

W1 = W2 = W3 = 1, φ = 3, (2a)

for the AND gate;
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W1 = W2 = W3 = 1, φ = 1, (2b)

for the OR gate; and

W1 = W2 = W3 = −1, φ = −2 (2c)

for the NAND gate.

Table I: The input-output (truth) table for the logi gates

Inputs Output O

I1 I2 I3 AND OR NAND

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 1 1

0 1 0 0 1 1

0 1 1 0 1 1

1 0 0 0 1 1

1 0 1 0 1 1

1 1 0 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 0

These gate apabilities of simple networks of the plant ell membranes, us-

ing their nonlinear haraterestis and osequent threshold behaviour (with

adjustable thresholds through hanged onentrations of, for example, the

putresine and the interation matrix W ) would allow (f. [2℄) simple om-

putations in the eletrial hannels of the plants. It may be noted that suh

networks here are muh more loal and tiny in struture, ompared to the

massively onneted and parallelly working network of animal brains. Also,

the network matrix W elements are either all positive (exitory) or all neg-

ative (inhibitory) in eqns. (2). As suh, they do not involve any frustration

as in the animal brains and have got onsequently several limitations in their

omputational apabilities; for example, they lak the distributed parallel

omputational apaity, assoiate memory, et.

We are grateful to Indrani Bose, Arnab Chatterjee and Dibyendu Sen-

gupta for many useful omments and suggestions.
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